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The Guernsey Sports Commission
The Guernsey Sports Commission (GSC) is a charitable organisation that promotes sport and physical
activity and encourages participation across all sports at all levels. It establishes working relationships
with sporting bodies, associations and clubs to help them better achieve their own objectives. It works
with a number of private, public and voluntary organisations and interested parties in the promotion
of sport and recreation for all sectors of the community.

Overview of the Street Sports Programme
Street Sports is a community programme that aims to improve sports provision for young people in
order to benefit their physical, mental and social well-being. It offers 6 to 18 year olds of all abilities
access to free sports and physical activity sessions in neighbourhoods at two locations across the island
where a number of young people may experience social and/or economic difficulties.
It is an opportunity for young people to be active, socialise, have fun, play sports and learn new skills.
Staff provide the equipment for each session and deliver a variety of sports including games and
variations of many traditional sports that lend themselves to a ‘street’ setting. With guidance from
staff, participants are very much involved in the planning and decision-making for each session and
are given the choice of which activities they would like to do. Young people can just turn up, register
with a member of staff and join in.

Where?
Les Genats Estate

When?
Tuesdays

7-9pm

Les Genats Estate

Thursdays

7-8pm

Friday Night Football –
Beau Sejour Leisure Centre

Fridays

7-9pm

Who?
For 11-18 year olds
of all abilities
For 6-11 year olds
of all abilities
For 11-18 year olds
of all abilities

The sessions are an opportunity for young islanders to channel their energy into constructive physical
activity. There is no pressure to perform so the focus is on young people enjoying being active.
Through sport, the aim is to improve young people's confidence and self-esteem. The programme is
also committed to making young people aware of other activities and services on the island that may
also benefit their well-being. Street Sports staff work closely with other youth agencies that can offer
participants advice and support in other areas of their lives.
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Benefits of the programme for young people











Sessions are FREE to attend
Sessions held within local neighbourhoods (therefore
eliminating transport barriers)
Increases young people’s fitness and improves wellbeing through physical activity and game play
Improved confidence and self-esteem through
participation and positive engagement with staff
Social inclusion and community spirit
Constructive evenings
Choice of what activities take place
Consistent weekly presence of Street Sports team 50
weeks of the year
Improved team working skills

Sports/ Activities enjoyed in 2019

Athletics
Badminton
Basketball
Circus skills
Cricket
Climbing
Dodgeball
Football
Frisbee
Gaelic football
Hockey
Lacrosse

Longball
Netball
Rounders
Rugby
Squash
Sailing
Table tennis
Tag games
Tchoukball
Tennis
Tri -golf
Uni- hoc

Football at Les Genats Estate
U11’s Session

Swimming
session at
Beau Sejour
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The Staff
Street Sports sessions are delivered fifty weeks of the year with a two week break over Christmas
and New Year. The staff team consists of a Sports Development Officer, Street Sports Co-ordinator,
Community Sports Leaders and Assistants, all of whom are passionate about sports and engaging
with young people. All staff are approachable and enthusiastic about offering new sporting
opportunities for participants involved in Street Sports. We also work closely with sports specific
coaches, who help support sessions by delivering their sport to the young people a few times a year.

The Participants
Feedback from the participants reveals what a difference Street Sports makes to the lives of those
that attend. Participants’ comments continue to reassure us how important our programme is to the
young people and why it is worth continuing to invest in it. Young people tell us that if they were not
at Street Sports they would be ‘doing nothing’, ‘on their Phones or ‘PlayStation’, ‘eating’, ‘sleeping’ or
‘watching T.V’. It seems the sessions do genuinely have a place in young people’s lives and they choose
to come to Street Sports rather than opt for any one of these sedentary activities.
Participants are asked to complete questionnaires anonymously twice a year. Some young people are
also interviewed. Below are some of the comments made in 2019:

What activities do you enjoy doing at Street Sports?
5

Octopus Tag
Parachute
games

Football
Tennis
Everything

I like all the
sports on
offer!

Table
Tennis

Cricket
Netball

Rounders

Jail break
Dodgeball

Basketball

Badminton with my
friends

What’s bad about Street Sports?
You can fall
over and
hurt yourself

People’s
behaviour

Arguments between the
participants

When it
rains
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What’s good about Street Sports?

I can walk to
the session
from home

It’s fun

You make new
friends
Teamwork

You get to
learn new
skills

It keeps you
active and fit
You are
keeping fit
and healthy
whilst
having fun

The
people

Lots of
different
sports to
play
Everyone
can get
involved

It’s something to do
outside of school

Keeps you
active
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General comments from interviews with participants
“It was so fun being able to try a new game tonight”
“I have been looking forward to this all day, it’s nice to be able to get out the house”
“We all get an opportunity to see our friends and play sports that we enjoy”
“I have really worked up a sweat and my face is boiling after doing all the sports tonight”
“Everyone comes together and keeps fit and healthy”
“The staff are so friendly and they encourage us to take part in the sports on offer”
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Attendance and Questionnaires
Questionnaires were completed in August and December of 2019 by 45 and 15 participants
respectively across the three sessions, to gauge how young people view Street Sports. In the second
part of the Questionnaire participants have to answer from a scale for some of the below questions.
The answer scale allowed the young people to answer ‘none of the time’, ’rarely’, ’some of the time’,
‘often’ and ‘all of the time’ to the questions instead of just ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Below is how the participants
answered.







38 out of the 45 young people said that Street Sports stops them from getting bored.
33 out of the 45 young people said that they listen to other people’s opinions.
40 out of the 45 young people said that they felt safe at Street Sports sessions.
42 out of the 45 young people said that Street Sports helps them to be more active.
39 out of the 45 young people said that Street Sports helps them be more confident.
38 out of the 45 young people said that Street Sports gives them information about other
activities on Island.

During 2019 we have had over 214 young people aged between 6-18 accessing the Street Sports
Programme. 42 young people aged between 11-18 came along to the Tuesday Les Genats sessions,
with approximately 11 young people attending on a regular basis (1 in 3 sessions or more). We saw
37 young people aged between 6-11 accessing the Thursday session at Les Genats estate, with
approximately 15 attending on a regular basis. 135 young people aged between 11-18 came along to
Friday night football, with approximately 21 young people attending on a regular basis.
Tuesday night Street Sports has seen some changes in 2019. In the summer, sessions at Les Genats
stopped for a short period of time due to the unmanageable behaviour of some participants. During
this time, we explored working in other locations across the island. After a trial of delivering in
various locations it was clear that we would need to evaluate the original approach. After lots of
discussion with staff it was decided that session at Les Genats would recommence after a 2 month
break. Since returning to the Estate sessions have improved and participant numbers are increasing.
The U11’s session at Les Genats continue to be a valuable and worthwhile session to deliver. The
number of young people attending has been consistent throughout the year. The majority of young
people who attend Street Sports are engaged for the whole session and love the variety of sports on
offer. Some weeks the sessions are structured whereas other weeks the free play equipment is
taken along to develop creative play and sharing of ideas amongst the participants.
Friday night football had another successful year with all indoor and outdoor sessions running from
Beau Sejour. The young people have enjoyed playing football and most weeks there has been plenty
of opportunities to take part in other sports such as basketball, badminton, tennis and lacrosse. We
have seen new participants arriving almost every week, there are new and old members but the
number of young people that have been attending look to be on the increase. The last 3 months of
the year have seen the numbers go up by 15 participants.
The Attendance figures table in the Appendix gives more details about the weekly participant
numbers and regular attendance figures spanning the past 5 years.
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Tuesdays at Les Genats (11-18 year olds)
Achievements
In 2019

Challenges
faced



In 2019, questionnaires were completed in August and December by 60 young
people across all 3 sessions. This allowed us to get a better picture of what
improvements can be made, what sports young people want to try at sessions
and outside of the session.



Sailing sessions were organised for all young people who access Street Sports.
These sessions were well received, some valuable skills were learnt around how
to handle a boat and the various part and names of the equipment they use on
deck.



New staff have been recruited to all sessions, these new staff members have
integrated well into the team and are working hard to build rapport with the
young people.



We continue to have fruit at the first session of each month, which the young
people always look forward to.



Sessions at Les Genats continued to take place outdoors in all weather
conditions – some week’s number were low so it was hard to get games and
activities going.



There have been issues with litter on the court and on the grass area where we
offer the sessions. Staff and participants were regularly going round with litter
pickers at the beginning of the session to gather litter (ensuring area is safe).
There was also fly tipping in the field next door to the session. Balls would on
occasion go into this field, which presents a hazard to retrieve them.



Some sessions were cancelled due to the participant’s bad behaviour, poor
language and lack of respect for staff. It was agreed that we would take a break
from Tuesday session and we would investigate running sessions in a different
venue. Pop up sessions were organised at various locations – Sausmarez Park,
Beau Sejour and Le Bouet.



After trialling the pop up sessions, we decided to try and deliver sessions at Le
Bouet as we had 8 participants attend the pop up session. Unfortunately this
never took off as we didn’t have good attendance. Another option we looked
into was offering another session at Beau Sejour but we couldn’t book courts on
a regular basis.



After numerous discussions and some good feedback about the older
participants now helping with the 6-11 session we decided to head back down
to Les Genats to have a conversation with the young people. Generally they were
positive about us coming and wanted the session back. After a six week break
the Tuesday session started again.
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Improvements
that can be

made

There have been issues with lights not charging properly so they have been going
off during sessions. This meant having to stop slightly early as there hasn’t been
enough light to continue.
Working closer with other agencies in the future would be good, the GSC is the
only agency who regularly work outdoors at the Genats so it would be our aim
to try and work more collaboratively so the young people get the most out of
the opportunity.



Offer more off site opportunities for the young people, planning ahead will be
the aim for next year so that there is variety.



We would like to offer fruit more than once a month so are hoping to secure
funding for this in 2020.

Netball at Tuesday night
Street Sports

Lacrosse at Tuesday night
session
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Staff Feedback (Tuesdays at Les Genats, 11-18 year olds)
“The Tuesday session enables children from Les Genats to come down and engage in different sports
in a safe place. For some individuals this can be a distraction from the world around them for the 2
hours they are there. Young people have the opportunity to create friendships, build positive rapport
with adults and keep fit”.
Hannah Simon, Community Sports Leader, Guernsey Sports Commission
“I enjoy working with the Street Sports team and young people at the sessions. I believe the
programme is highly beneficial to the young people in terms of providing weekly opportunities to
participate in sport and have fun. Positively the Street Sports programme provides consistency by
running 50 weeks of the year and staff will try to ensure sessions happen whatever the weather”.
Grace Thoumine, Community Sport Leader, Guernsey Sports Commission
“I think the sessions are an important way for the young people to blow off steam. I enjoy the high
level of engagement and enthusiasm that the participants demonstrate and in spite of some of the
challenges, believe it’s a worthwhile initiative as the sessions are something they genuinely look
forward too. ”
George Mason, Street Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
“I really enjoy being able to help provide a sports session that the young people love and have a smile
on their face whilst they are playing. I also enjoy being able to include everybody in the session
whether they play the sport or if it’s not their preferred choice.
Jake Elmy, Street Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
10
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Thursday at Les Genats (Under 11’s)
Achievements in
2019



The U11s were able to access a climbing session at the Up climbing centre.
Qualified instructors were there to deliver and oversee the session with
staff supporting to encourage all young people to give everything a go. This
session was a success and for a lot of participants it was their first time
climbing.



The staff feel that they have built good relationships with the U11 group.
There is an established structure to the sessions and the children have a
clear understanding of the rules when they attend.



Overall the participation number has gone up over the last 3 months with
close to 20 children attending each week. The participants really enjoy
coming and staff have got better at understanding the needs of the group.



Some of the young people we have worked with are really thriving at the
sessions. We have seen some positive changes in behaviour and children
managing and understanding their emotions.



We have seen more of the U11 participants getting themselves signed up
to our ‘On Your Marks’ holiday programme. Another opportunity the young
people had this year was the Specsavers Youth Games which children
signed up to. Staff were able to answer questions the children had about
the Youth Games and were encouraging the young people to get involved.

Challenges faced


Some weeks the session was disrupted by the older children who
normally access the 11-18 session. They would try to take part in the
session and didn’t respect the fact that it wasn’t their session. Some of
them would also be smoking around the court or hanging around in the
shelter.



On many occasions during the year there has been a lot of litter on and
around the court area. The young people work well with the staff to get
the area cleaned up.



We sometimes have parents who come and stay at the session which can
have an effect on the children.



The weather throughout the winter hasn’t been nice. When the weather
has been poor not much sport has been able to happen as we don’t like to
encourage the children out when it is too cold and wet.



With the group being ages 6 -11 there is a range of different abilities that
access the session so therefore we have to make sure there is lots of
variety. This can be quite hard to manage when we can only use the hard
court.
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Improvements

that can be made

The team of staff has changed a lot over the last 6 months, it will be nice to
get a regular staff team together which offers consistency to the
participants and helps build relationships.



Keep sessions fresh, set challenges for the young people – for example
bleep test, marathon, obstacle course and goal shooting



Increase the amount of offsite activities on offer – look into sessions at the
beach in summer and make better use of sports centre across the road
from the estate.



Hard court is holding water when it rains, therefore it’s becoming more
challenging to run games on the court. Look to try an improved drainage
system.



Monitoring individual progress and rewarding personal achievements.



More fruit at the sessions as it is always well received by the children, trying
to secure funding for 2020 to have it more than once a month.

12
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Staff Feedback (Thursday at Les Genats, under 11’s)
“The children who attend Street Sports get so many opportunities to shine, with individual and team
sports, challenges and physical activity. The staff do a great job in making sure the children feel safe
and valued and this is mirrored in the children’s delight about attending the sessions.”
Annie Lavenne, Community Sports Leader, Guernsey Sports Commission
“I feel the consistency of the club has really helped the children involved. They are always ready and
waiting for the session and are willing to try out new things. The sports are fairly varied, although a
little more restrictive during winter months. Behaviour of the younger ages has been pretty good,
although deteriorates when the older children are around. All in all, an up and down year, but the
last few months have been more positive”.
Dave Harfield, Community Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
“I chose this job because I enjoy watching the children learn new skills and using them in a range of
different sports. I also like to see their progress within different sports, I try to encourage young people
to join in with everything and not just the sports they enjoy.”
Macy Cortez, Community Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
“Involvement in the sessions overall is good but it can sometimes be interrupted by one or two
people. Apart from these occasional disruptions to the sessions, overall it is really good with the
participants getting involved with all the games and sports on offer”.
Lewis Bourgaize, Community Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
13
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Friday night football at Beau Sejour
Achievements
In 2019

Challenges
faced

Improvements
that can be
made



Although the staff team hasn’t been consistent over the past 3 months, the
team has managed to build good relationships and sessions have been really
positive.



The numbers of young people attending the session started increased
between August – December. There has been an extra 20 children accessing
the Friday session.



Not having access to a sports hall all the time has proved challenging as
session have had to be outside no matter what the weather or delivered in
other areas with lower ceilings and not as much space.



Not having a consistent staff team has been challenging as we like to ensure
the staff have time to establish a good relationship with the participants.



On one occasion there was an issue with participants shoplifting from a shop
outside the session.



It has taken a while to create a working relationship with the staff from the
leisure centre.



The team of staff has changed a lot over the last 3 months, it will be nice to
get a regular staff team together which offers consistency to the participants
and helps build relationships.



Getting the young people to lead their own game in the future is something
that is being encouraged. This allows the participants to take ownership of
the planning, develop team work and listen to other people’s opinions.
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Staff Feedback (Friday Night football at Beau Sejour)
“I enjoy seeing young people try something they haven’t done before and enjoy it. For example at a
few sessions a young person had been playing badminton every week. They have told me since that
they have been booking courts to play outside the sessions with family and friends. On Friday nights
we can have over 30+ young people at the session. I find it rewarding to see these young people return
every week because they enjoy themselves and feel that it is a safe environment”.
Lucas Barker, Community Sports Leader, Guernsey Sports Commission
“It’s amazing to see how much the young people we work with grow in confidence throughout the
year. Street Sports has its challenges but more importantly it has its rewards”.
Millie Bourgaise, Community Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
“Street sports is a great project as it allows young people to have some fun with their friends whilst
being physically active. The sessions allow anyone to try a new activity or play a mainstream one in a
friendly and non-competitive environment. By emphasising young people led sessions, street sports
aims to develop cooperation and teamwork”.
Tom Proctor, Community Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
“I enjoy doing these sessions as it provides a place for the young people to go on a Friday night
that’ll keep them busy and safe. It is rewarding to see the amount of new participants we have
attending each week due to the positive first experience they have”.
Kieran Creber, Community Sports Assistant, Guernsey Sports Commission
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Street Sports Highlights of 2019
When?
January

What happened?
 Fruit continued to be offered at the first session of the month from January
through to December.





February




March





There was a training day for all Street Sports staff which was held at Beau Sejour,
this training covered Fundamental Movement Skills and how they can be
incorporated into sessions. There was an element of practical games and sports –
sharing new ideas with each other.
Students from the College of FE who are studying sports came along to two
consecutive U11 sessions to deliver sports to the young people.
First staff meeting of the year took place, SHARE (sexual health and relationship
education) were invited to do some training with our staff.
U11’s were able to access a table tennis session, this session was fun and offers
variation so the young people can try something new, GSC staff walked children
from the estate to the table tennis centre.

Table tennis sessions were organised for both the 11-18 group and U11 group,
this was a good opportunity to use the centre with the weather being wet and
windy during March.
Again students from the College of FE were able to deliver sports to the U11
group. This was well received by the young people as it they liked meeting new
people and it was opportunity to take part in some new games.
A swimming session was organised at Beau Sejour for all children who attend
Street Sports, letters were given out at sessions to invite the young people along.
It made a nice change to run a session at the weekend and to be able to open it up
to all children and young people.
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April / May

June



Friday night football sessions were delivered outdoors.



Questionnaires were completed by 45 young people across the three sessions.
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A sailing trip was organised with the Set Sail Trust through Bristol Cutter. The
Charity came over to the island and took the young people out on their sailing
boats for a couple of hours.



Nigel Humphrey came along to our staff meeting and delivered some training on
ACE’s and trauma.
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July



Gaelic football ran a session for the young people who attend Friday night
football. This was great session with lots of fun elements and it was a new sport to
a lot of the participants.



A challenging behaviour training evening was run for all street sports staff, this
involved working in groups to discuss 3 focus areas (Relationships, routine and
responses). Staff put together a list of the 3 areas and shared ideas and thoughts
about how we can deal with certain situations/ scenarios.
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August /
September



Sessions at Les Genats for the older group was stopped for a short while, to try
something different we decided to do 3 pop up sessions. These sessions were in 3
different venues: The Bouet, Saumarez Park and Beau Sejour leisure centre.
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Participants were given fruit juice and water at Tuesday and Thursday sessions at
the Genats.

October




3 new staff member were employed to work at Street Sports sessions.
Participants across all sessions had the opportunity to get tickets for the next GFC
game.

November



Participants at all sessions had fun challenges to do for Children in Need.
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All sessions on Friday evenings were delivered outdoors, this allowed us to try
new activities and games.
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December



A climbing session was organised with Up climbing centre for the young people
who access the under 11 session at Les Genats. Children were walked to and from
the session with staff. All children had an hour of climbing time and team games.
The feedback was really positive from the participants, a lot wanted to do it again
after enjoying the experience. For the majority this was their first time climbing.



Final sessions of the year were held at their normal venues, Christmas games were
played and prizes given out to participants.
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Case studies
Tuesday - Les Genats
Over the last 6 month Eve has really grown in confidence when taking part in Street Sports sessions.
She has built a positive relationship with staff and is always encouraging her friends to join in with
the sports on offer. Eve is good at working with other young people and helps to get the best out of
others.
Eve attends the session every week, she is always helpful and works with staff to get equipment out
and to get it packed away at the end. She is a good role model to the rest of her peers and always
remains positive although dealing with an ongoing health issue .In the future Eve would like to get
back into football and would potentially look to join a club as she enjoys it so much and is always
requesting to play at our sessions.
Another achievement Eve has made this year is she has secured herself a job working in a local shop
in the evenings. She is taking responsibility for earning her own money and likes to be independent.

Thursday – U11’s Le Genats
John started coming to our Thursday night sessions shortly after he and his family moved to Les
Genats. John also faced the challenge of moving schools, he was emotional and very unsure of the
programme and what was expected of him.
John has been attending Street Sports for roughly 8 months now and his behaviour and
understanding have improved greatly. He is given a safe space at school where he can go if feeling
angry or unsure, so we have continued this at the Street Sports session. This has helped John to calm
down when he feels like he’s getting slightly angry, the staff know that when he is in his space he
needs time and normally someone to listen to his problems.
The staff have built a good relationship with John and we can gladly say that he has needed his safe
space less and less. When he first started coming to the session he very much wanted individual
attention from staff whereas now he is much more happy joining in with the team games and
challenges.
John enjoys taking part in a range of sports his favourite being dodgeball, football and basketball.
John is now really taking ownership of the sessions and is always asking for different equipment and
games to be brought down to the session. John has also accompanied us on some trips to the table
tennis centre where he has shown some excellent behaviour and respected the new environment
we have used.

21
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Friday night football
Stuart has a disability, which affects his ability to move. He frequently uses crutches to aid his
walking. Despite this, Stuart is one of the most positive participants at the session. When playing
football he likes to be the goalkeeper and is very good at it but does occasionally challenge himself
to play outfield. He is very passionate about a future career in aerospace engineering.
To the credit of the other participants they are very accommodating and understanding of Stuart’s
capabilities and limitations. Stuart is a pleasure to coach and clearly doesn’t let his disability get in
the way of what he wants to do and achieve in the future.

22
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Funding
A big thank you goes to the organisations that have supported the programme financially in 2019.

Children in Need

Lloyds Bank Foundation
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+ an Anonymous Donation
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The Street Sports Team

Steph Batiste
Street Sports Co-ordinator

Jenny Murphy
Sports Development Officer

Tuesday Team
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Hannah Simon
Community Sports Leader

Jake Elmy
Community Sport Assistant

Grace Thoumine
Community Sports Leader

George Mason
Community Sports Assistant
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Thursday Team

Annie Lavenne
Community Sports Leader

Dave Harfield
Community Sports Leader

Miguel Gouveia
Community Sports Assistant
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Josh Smith
Community Sports Assistant

Macy Cortez
Community Sports Assistant

Lewis Bourgaize
Community Sports Assistant

Friday Team

Oliver Ogier
Community Sports Leader

Chris Mahy
Community Sports Assistant

Leonie O’Regan
Community Sports Assistant
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Christien Black
Community Sports Assistant

Kieran Creber
Community Sports Assistant

Millie Bourgaize
Community Sports Assistant
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Tom Proctor
Community Sports Assistant
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Appendix
Attendance figures
Les
Genats
(11-18)

St
Martins
20132016
Friday
night
football
2017/
2019
Les
Ozouets
Campus
20132015

2015
79

2016
73

2017
55

2018
53

2019
42

Average
attendance
per week

19 (Jan-Mar)
26 (Apr-Jun)
25 (Jul-Sep)
19 (Oct-Dec)

14 (Jan -Mar)
14 (Apr-Jun)
13(Jul-Sep)
13(Oct-Dec

8 (Jan -Mar)
9 (Apr-Jun)
10(Jul-Sep)
11(Oct-Dec)

12 (Jan -Mar)
12 (Apr-Jun)
6 (Jul-Sep)
12 (Oct-Dec)

YP attending
regularly*
Total YP
Average
attendance
per week

27 (34%)

19 (JanMar)
22 (Apr-Jun)
19 (Jul-Sep)
16 (Oct-Dec
24 (18%)

18 (33%)

10 (19%)

11 (26%)

59
7 (Jan-Mar)
15 (Apr-Jun)
17 (Jul-Sep)
16 (Oct-Dec)

47
13 (Jan-Mar)
7 (Apr-Jun)
9 (Jul-Sep)
7 (Oct-Dec)

67
Friday night
football
19 (Jan-Mar)
16 (Apr-Jun)
17 (Jul-Sep)
21 (Oct-Dec

135
Friday night
football
20 (Jan-Mar)
21 (Apr-Jun)
19 (Jul-Sep)
20 (Oct-Dec

YP attending
regularly*
Total YP

19 (32%)

11 (24%)

59
Friday night
football
N/A (JanMar)
12(Apr-Jun)
13(Jul-Sep)
18(Oct-Dec
15 (24%)

25 (37%)

21 (16 %)

Data
Unavailable
21 (Jan-Mar)
18 (Apr-Jun)
10 (Jul-Sep)
(Oct-Dec) N/A
Street Sports
stopped being
delivered at
LOC from
September.

52

64

60

37

Street sport
at Les
Genats for
6-11 yrs.
9 (Jan-Mar)
16 (Apr-Jun)
17 (Jul-Sep)
16 (Oct-Dec)

Street sport at
Les Genats for
6-11 yrs.
16 (Jan-Mar)
24 (Apr-Jun)
25 (Jul-Sep)
18 (Oct-Dec)

Street sport at
Les Genats for
6-11 yrs.
11 (Jan-Mar)
16 (Apr-Jun)
15 (Jul-Sep)
12 (Oct-Dec)

Data
Unavailable
46 (33%) (For
Les Genats &
St Martins)
138(For Les
Genats & St
Martins)

16 (30%)

27 (43%)

Street sport at
Les Genats for
6-11 yrs.
19 (Jan-Mar)
21 (Apr-Jun)
19 (Jul-Sep)
9 (Oct-Dec)
Drop off in
numbers (cold
weather & YP
moving up to
11-18 session).
20 (33%)

51 (30%)

60 (34%)

55 (31%)

47 (24%)

172

178

180

214

Total YP

Average
attendance
per week

U11’s Les
Genats
2016 2019

YP attending
regularly*
Total number of young
people attending Street
Sports on a regular basis
Total number of young
people attending Street
Sports
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15 (42%)

YP – young people* – this refers to the number of young people attending a third or more of the sessions per year
A register is taken at each session to record who has attended. Not all young people participate in sport though those that
attend engage with staff from at least one of the agencies present.
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Aims, objectives, indicators and targets
Aims – what we set out
to achieve

Objectives – the
activities we planned to
provide and have
implemented to achieve
each of our aims

Indicators of success –
the signs of change that
have been identified to
indicate if the aims are
being achieved

Targets

1 To improve young
people’s confidence
and self-esteem

Offer a friendly
environment to
participate in

Young people feel
confident in participating
in all sports

Run sessions that allow
young people to express
themselves

Support young people
to develop their skills

Young people’s
willingness to try
something new

Evaluate sessions to
ensure young people’s
needs are being met

Level of self-reported
confidence

Increase staff
knowledge on positive
feedback in order to
increase self-esteem

Encourage and praise
young people’s efforts
in each session

Positive body language
when participating
2 To prevent boredom
and inactivity

To offer regular sports
sessions in the young
people’s environment
To give young people
the opportunity to
choose what activities
they participate in
Give young people the
opportunity to express
themselves through
quality sports provision

3 To improve young
people’s awareness of
sports organisations
and youth agencies

Provide information
leaflets on other
sporting activities
Ask staff from other
agencies to attend
sessions
Increase staff
knowledge of other
agencies

Number of young people
choosing to attend Street
Sports sessions
Level of young people
self-reporting that they
would be bored or doing
a sedentary activity if
they didn’t attend
More enquiries for
additional sessions

Young people ask about
other
programmes/sports
available
Young people take
leaflets/information
about sporting
opportunities

Run 3 sessions per week
lasting 1-2 hours

28
Distribute
questionnaires at least
twice a year to enable
young people to provide
feedback
Offer a safe
environment in which
young people can enjoy
themselves
Ensure leaflets provide
current information
Quarterly timetable to
incorporate visits from
other agencies
Run regular staff
meetings and offer
training opportunities
for staff
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Street Sports online
Visit http://guernseysports.com/streetsports/ to read all the news stories related to the programme
as well as to view videos to get a sense of what Street Sports is like.
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